Motor cortex stimulation in the treatment of deafferentation pain. I. Localization of the motor cortex.
MRI and electrophysiological techniques to localize the primary motor cortex (MC) were performed on patients considered for MC stimulation for the treatment of deafferentation pain. The representation and trajectory of the rolandic fissure (RF) were accurately localized by external cranial landmarks and radiopaque fiducials superimposed on oblique MRI sections. In addition, the scalp distribution of the corticocortical responses elicited by acute epidural stimulation [motor cortex (MC) in frontal and sensory cortex (SC) in parietal scalp regions], and analgesic responses at the topographical representation of the painful periphery elicited by subacute epidural stimulation were found to be simple and reliable procedures to localize MC, SC and RF.